Rhythmicity, randomness and synchrony in climbing fiber signals.
The role of the climbing fiber input to the cerebellum has been enigmatic, with recent studies focusing on its temporal and spatial firing patterns. Debate remains as to whether climbing fibers provide a periodic clock for coordinating movements or lead to long-term modification of Purkinje cell activity as the basis of motor learning. Rhythmic and synchronous activity of climbing fibers can cause movements at the same frequency in some preparations, suggesting a role in motor timing. However, in awake monkeys climbing fiber signals have been reported to occur at random, presenting a problem for clock theories. Yet synchronous patterns of discharge are consistently observed among several Purkinje cells within a narrow parasagittal longitudinal band. Here, we review recent experimental and theoretical studies and attempt to provide a coherent account of the interplay between rhythmicity, randomness and synchrony in climbing fiber activity, with a particular reference to studies in chaos.